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ACCESSORIES

B. (1-4)

A. LEXUS AIR FRESHENER
Perfectly packaged in its own Lexus branded box
with instructions, this high quality Lexus branded air
freshener easily clips onto most Lexus vehicles vents.
Features adjustable scale control and durable clip.
1. Cologne Scent - LEX0349BLKCLS
2. Lemon Scent - LEX0349BLKLES
3. Ocean Scent - LEX0349BLKOCS
4. Lavender Scent - LEX0349BLKLAS
MSRP: $ 12.49

B. LEXUS AIR FRESHENER REFILLS ONLY
Refills for Lexus Air Freshener REFILLS ONLY. For full
product purchasing, see sku# LEX0349BLK.
1. Cologne Scent - LEX0350SLVCLS
2. Lemon Scent - LEX0350SLVLES
3. Ocean Scent - LEX0350SLVOCS
4. Lavender Scent - LEX0350SLVLAS
MSRP: $ 0.94
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A.

B.

WATC H E S

A. LEXUS MEN'S
CASUAL STAINLESS STEEL WATCH
Durability, simplicity and style are all
important factors when it comes to fashion.
This custom made casual Lexus watch
compensates all three. Featues a sleek
stainless steel case and bracelet, black dial
and silver index and date window.
LEX0285SLVNSZ MSRP: $ 207.80

B. LEXUS WOMEN'S
CASUAL STAINLESS STEEL WATCH
Durability, simplicity and style are all
important factors when it comes to fashion.
This custom made casual Lexus watch
compensates all three. Featues a sleek
stainless steel case and bracelet, black dial
and silver index and date window.
LEX0286SLVNSZ MSRP: $ 207.80
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A. LEXUS BRAIDED KEYCHAIN
Add this elegant leatherette braided
key chain to your collection! Key ring
constructed of zinc alloy. Individually
black gift boxed
LEX0312BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 6.60

A.

B. LEXUS DOUBLE RING FAUX LEATHER KEYCHAIN
Lexus nickle keychain with faux leather insert.
Debossed logo on one side and a flat metal split ring.
LEX0271SLVNSZ MSRP: $ 8.86

C. LEXUS SILVER CARABINER KEYCHAIN
Lexus silver carabiner keychain with logo
laser etched on one side. Flat metal split ring.
LEX0272SLVNSZ MSRP: $ 7.43

B.

C.

D. F SPORT FAUX LEATHER KEYCHAIN
F SPORT black faux leather keychain
with debossed logo on one side and flat
metal split ring
LEX0270BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 6.18

E. LEXUS COMPACT KEY HOLDER
Lexus compact key holder - faux leather
strap with logo debossed.

LEX0273BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 4.02

D.

E.

LEXUS BOUTIQUE

B. LEXUS STUDIO SPORTS BAG
Perfect for your next yoga or barre class Dual
zippered opening to large main compartment. Side
zippered water bottle pocket is sleek and easily zips
away. Interior slash pockets and removable
zippered pouch with carry handle for easy grab and
go of must haves. Front zippered pocket for
additional storage Adjustable shoulder strap.
LEX0320BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 83.88

BAGS + PPE

C.

C. LEXUSZIPPERED CONVENTION TOTE BAG
This tote features a zippered main compartment,
hook and loop closure front slash pocket, phone
and organizational pockets running along the
base of the tote including a pen slot. D-ring and
added corner detail to hang keys or water
bottle. 14.5" handle drop height. Disclaimer:
There may be minor variations in color of the
actual product due to the nature of the
fabric dyes, weaves and printing. The tote is
made from 600d Polycanvas and
measures 16" H X 5.5" W X 16.5" D
LEX0243GPTNSZ MSRP: $ 11.00

B.

A. LEXUS THULE BACKPACK
Thule Chronical 15" Computer Backpack. Stay
organized on campus and beyond with the
Thule Chronical 15” Computer Backpack. This
backpack protects a 15” MacBook/15.6” PC in
the padded laptop sleeve with SafeEdge
construction and can store a 10.1” tablet in a
separate protective sleeve. Protect your phone,
sunglasses or other small valuables in the
SafeZone pocket with rigid exterior and
soft-lined foam-padded interior. Keep your
notebook or files organized in the secondary
compartment with a zippered privacy pocket.
Stay organized with the easy to access
organizational panel complete with a mesh
pocket, pen storage and key leash and easily
store your water bottle in one of the side mesh
pockets. Carry this built to last backpack in
comfort with the padded backpanel with airflow
channels and easy-grab padded haul handle.
LEX0256BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 166.12

D.

E.

F.

E. LEXUS TERREX SPORTS BAG
Hit the gym in style with this sporty bag designed to
hold all your workout essentials. Dual zippered
opening to large main compartment. Elastic bands
on base of bag are perfect for securing a yoga mat,
towel or coat. Dual side grab handles make it easy
to grab and go. Front pocket for additional storage.
Adjustable, removable shoulder strap.
LEX0319WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 44.33

10.
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D. LEXUS WAIST CASE
Yes, they are back in style!
The Lexus waist case can be
worn around the waist or
shoulder. Double zippered
main entrance with a
hidden back zippered
pocket. Adjustable strap
for comfort. Take it on a
run or simply to the
supermarket. Lexus
logo embroidered.
LEX0339BLKNSZ
MSRP: $ 53.94

F. LEXUS BUGATTI
GIN & TWILL CROSSBODY
Made of textured vegan leather, this Lexus
crossbody bag features a flap with magnetic
closure, multi-use built-in organizer, zippered
pocket under flap, adjustable shoulder strap
and a padded tablet section. Lexus logo debossed.
LEX0266BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 99.12

A. LEXUS 12 CAN COOLER BAG
This 12 Can Cooler features
adjustable/non-detachable shoulder strap with
added shoulder pad for comfort. Practical
heat-sealed liner with hard foam insulation. Two
end zippered pockets, one with mesh.
LEX0306BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 40.91

B. LEXUS HEATHERED LUNCH BAG
This everyday lunch bag features insuated lining
and a plastic snap closure for air-tight seal.
Practical easy-access exterior pocket.
LEX0307HGYNSZ MSRP: $ 14.16

A.

B.

C. LEXUS URBAN PEAK
WATERPROOF BACKPACK/DUFFEL
This dual waterproof bag features a large main
compratment and water resistant zippers.
Toggles on zipperheads allow for easier
opening. Adjustable, removable shoulder
straps allow use as a hand-held or longer
length shoulder duffel bag or as a backpack
Attach the included adjustable cross body
strap for an additional duffel carrying option.
LEX0328BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 43.30

C.

D. LEXUS BRANDED
3 LAYER MASK WITH 2 FILTERS
Technical function and outdoor fashion have a new
accessory: protective masks. Introducing the Lexus
Branded mask featuring 3-layer 100% cotton
protection with a pocket for additional protection.
Mask includes 2 PM2.5 activated carbon filters.
This mask not only offers impeccable comfort with
it's adjustable ear loops and nose wire but it follows
Health Canada guidelines for reusable masks for
superior protection!
LEX0276BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 12.10

D.

E.

E. LEXUS 2 OZ HAND SANITIZER
62% Ethyl alcohol 2oz Health Canada approved
antibacterial gel. Features a Aloe & vitamin E
moisturizing beads. Citrus scent.
LEX0290CLRNSZ MSRP: $ 3.31
LEXUS BOUTIQUE

A.

BUSINESS ESSENTIALS

B.

A. LEXUS GODFATHER PEN
This Lexus pen features a classy lasered logo
on the barrel and a custom branded gift box
LEX0264BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 17.91

B. LEXUS SOFTY STYLUS
ANTIMICROBIAL PEN SET (12 PER SET)
Stylus AM antimicrobial pen offers next-level
protection with biomaster, an antimicrobial
additive included in the soft-touch rubberized
barrel and the gunmetal trim. The additive
technology provides antimicrobial product
protection against unwanted microorganisms
that could damage the pen. The built-in
capacitive stylus is perfect for all your devices
and for public touchscreens. Packaged in
sets of 12 (3 of each color).
LEX0242MLTNSZ MSRP: $ 52.45

C.
C. LEXUS TUCSON IVORY JOURNAL
176 pages, Gold ribbon marker,
Ivory pages with gray lines, Features
back paper pocket, pen loop and
elastic closure. *Pen not included
Dimension: 8 1/4" W x 11 5/8" H
LEX0241BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 30.63
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CHILDREN

LEXUS KIDS VENTI LUNCH BAG
Future driver Lexus inspired neoprene high
quality neoprene lunch bag with zipper closure.
LEX0240CTMNSZ MSRP: $ 25.42

B. F SPORT NIKE JUG BOTTLE
Stay hydrated throughout your next game with the Nike® Fuel
Jug Water Bottle. Leak proof and ready to go wherever you go,
this water bottle will keep you hydrated without constant refills.
Lightweight insulation inside helps keep beverages cold. Use this
BPA free bottle for everyday use. F SPORT logo printed in black.
LEX0269RBLNSZ MSRP: $ 57.04
C. LEXUS MIIR® VACUUM INSULATED
TRAVEL TUMBLER - 16 OZ
This 16 oz. MiiR stainless steel travel tumbler features Thermo
3D ™ Double Wall Vacuum Insulation Technology - Keeps
your drink hot up to 12 hours and cold up to 24 hours. The
leakproof locking lid makes for easy sipping. Compatible with
most car and truck cup holders.
LEX0280WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 67.88

D R I N K WA R E
B.

A. LEXUS TITAN THERMAL HP® COPPER MUG 14OZ
The Arctic Zone® Titan Thermal HP Copper Mug 14oz is
one of the most on-trend mugs of the year. It helps you
warm up the campfire ambiance while drinking your tea or
coffee with this classic camp cup. It features a durable,
double-wall stainless steel vacuum construction with
copper insulation, which allows your beverage to stay cold
for 24 hours and hot for at least 8 hours. The construction
also prevents condensation on the outside of the piece.
Comes with an on-trend, durable powder coating. Easy
sipping, push-on lid with slide closure. The wide opening is
comfortable filling and pouring. Gift box included.
LEX0244WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 28.21

C.

D. LEXUS CONTIGO® BYRON TUMBLER - 16OZ
Enjoy one-handed drinking with a lid that snaps shut for leak-proof
convenience. Plus, drinks stay hot up to 7 hours or cold up to 18,
and a subtly textured grip allows for a secure hold. Well equipped
with subtly textured grip with fluid movement for a secure hold on
the go, a leak proof lid (when closed) for on-the-go convenience
and THERMALOCK™ double-wall stainless steel insulation.
LEX0345GRYNSZ MSRP: $ 32.65
E. LEXUS CONTIGO® BYRON 2.0 TUMBLER - 20OZ
Enjoy one-handed drinking with a lid that snaps shut for leak-proof
convenience. Plus, drinks stay hot up to 7 hours or cold up to 18,
and a subtly textured grip allows for a secure hold. Well equipped
with subtly textured grip with fluid movement for a secure hold on
the go, a leak proof lid (when closed) for on-the-go convenience
and THERMALOCK™ double-wall stainless steel insulation.
LEX0247SKENSZ MSRP: $ 35.69
D.
F.

G.

E.

H.
F. F STAINLESS DOUBLE WALL TUMBLER WITH STRAW
Rust-free stainless steel construction with double-wall insulation. Convenient
wide-mouth Tritan™ plastic lid with a flexible silicone straw sleeve. Keeps
beverages cold for 12 hours and hot for 7 hours. Condensation-free surface
and fits perfectly in a car cup-holder. Tumbler comes with a metal straw,
silicone straw sleeve, and cleaning brush. Hand wash only.
LEX0308BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 36.47
G. F SPORT STAINLESS DOUBLE WALL TUMBLER WITH STRAW
Rust-free stainless steel construction with double-wall insulation. Convenient
wide-mouth Tritan™ plastic lid with a flexible silicone straw sleeve. Keeps
beverages cold for 12 hours and hot for 7 hours. Condensation-free surface
and fits perfectly in a car cup-holder. Tumbler comes with a metal straw,
silicone straw sleeve, and cleaning brush. Hand wash only.
LEX0341WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 36.47
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H. LEXUS STAINLESS DOUBLE WALL TUMBLER WITH STRAW
Rust-free stainless steel construction with double-wall insulation. Convenient
wide-mouth Tritan™ plastic lid with a flexible silicone straw sleeve. Keeps
beverages cold for 12 hours and hot for 7 hours. Condensation-free surface
and fits perfectly in a car cup-holder. Tumbler comes with a metal straw,
silicone straw sleeve, and cleaning brush. Hand wash only.
LEX0309BLUNSZ MSRP: $ 36.47

A. LEXUS AVIANA PINNACLE DOUBLE WALL
STAINLESS BEVERAGE BOTTLE - 34 OZ.
The Aviana™ pinnacle double 34 oz. wall stainless
beverage bottle features a practical push and pour
inner lid that makes it easy to enjoy your beverage
on-the-go. Nonslip base for extra stability and a
comfortable side handle - perfect way to carry your
bottle! Keeps cold for 12 hours and hot for 5 hours.
LEX0279BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 67.93

B. LEXUS HIS & HERS QUILTED
PATTERED MUG SET
Charming 12 oz. ceramic mugs with a unique and
striking diamond pattern. Packaged in a black gift box.
LEX0331BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 36.07
A.

G. F SPORT NIKE HYPERCHARGE
STAINLESS STEEL STRAW BOTTLE - 32 OZ.
The Nike 32oz HyperCharge Straw Water Bottle
features a durable construction with an ergonomic
design for easy access to hydration.
LEX0267BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 76.02
H. LEXUS NIKE HYPERCHARGE
STAINLESS STEEL STRAW BOTTLE - 32 OZ.
The Nike 32oz HyperCharge Straw Water Bottle
features a durable construction with an ergonomic
design for easy access to hydration.
LEX0268BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 76.02
G.

H.

B.

C. LEXUS ACRYLIC PITCHER SET
Entertain in style with this 5 piece Lexus
branded pitcher set. Feature a heavy base clear
Pitcher & 4 clear big base glasses. BPA free.
Not recommended for dishwasher.
LEX0303CLRNSZ MSRP: $ 67.06

D. F SPORT ASOBU®
SUMMIT WATER BOTTLE
The Asobu® Summit Sports Bottle is made
of the tritan ensuring it will last a lifetime. It is
scratch resistant, easy to clean, has an easy
access spout and carry handle. All in all, is a
great bottle for everyday use whether
indoor or outdoors!
LEX0323BLUNSZ MSRP: $ 19.44

C.

D.

E. F SPORT SOUNDWAVE
COPPER VACUUM AUDIO 22OZ BOTTLE
This 22 oz bottle allows you to hydrate and listen to music
anywhere you go! Features a screw-on lid with a built-in, light-up,
Bluetooth speaker - complete with flashing LED lights. Bluetooth
working range is 10 meters (33 feet). The bottle is constructed with
a double stainless steel and a copper plated inner wall for ultimate
conductivity. Keep drinks hot for 12 hours and cold for 48 hours.
Wide mouth opening for easy cleaning and filling. Max 4 hrs.
operating time. Charging time: 2.5 hrs. IPX6 water resistant
Dimensions: 10.83" H X 2.91"
LEX0237BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 66.95

E.

F.

F. LEXUS SOUNDWAVE
COPPER VACUUM AUDIO 22OZ BOTTLE
This 22 oz bottle allows you to hydrate and listen to music
anywhere you go! Features a screw-on lid with a built-in, light-up,
Bluetooth speaker - complete with flashing LED lights. Bluetooth
working range is 10 meters (33 feet). The bottle is constructed
with a double stainless steel and a copper plated inner wall for
ultimate conductivity. Keep drinks hot for 12 hours and cold for 48
hours. Wide mouth opening for easy cleaning and filling. Max 4
hrs. operating time. Charging time: 2.5 hrs. IPX6 water resistant
Dimensions: 10.83" H X 2.91"
LEX0238BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 66.95
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A. F CONTIGO® WEST LOOP 2.0 TUMBLER - 16OZ
West Loop is made for the modern movers, shakers, commuters,
travelers - and for the urban explorer in all of us. Well equipped with Lock
it Up - AUTOSEAL® button lock for added peace of mind, easy
one-handed drinking with the push of a button and THERMALOCK™
Vacuum Insulation - keeping drinks hot up to 7 hours and cold up to 18.
LEX0246MBKNSZ MSRP: $ 49.52
B. LEXUS KIDS STAINLESS STEEL WATER BOTTLE
This stainless steel water bottle features a wide mouth opening
for ice cubes, a carabiner for easy attachment to school bags
and is leak resistent. No inside coating.
LEX0322BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 12.48

A.

B.

C. LEXUS CONTIGO SPORTS BOTTLE
20 oz double wall stainless steel bottle with vacuum insulation, AUTOSPOUT threaded lid, spout shield, one-touch push-button, carrying handle
with carabiner, and locking mechanism for cold beverages only.
LEX0252WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 48.68

C.

D. LEXUS EXPLORER MUG
Perfect for camping enthusiast this 12
oz double wall 18/8 stainless steel
thermal mug with copper vacuum
insulation features a clear push-on lid
with matching swivel closure, synthetic
cork base, and matte powder coated
finish. Gift box included
LEX0326NVYNSZ MSRP: $ 37.86

E. LEXUS BLACK METALLIC MUG
It's all about the details with this shiny
gloss 11 oz mug with metallic chrome
handle. This mug is recommended to
be handwashed only and should
never go in the microwave.
LEX0305BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 13.14

D.

E.

H. LEXUS SUNDAY FUNDAY KIT
This gift set features a brewmaster barrel mug and wooden
bottle opener. The mug is double walled to keep your
beverage cold longer. It holds up to 500 ml. (17 fl. oz.) and
has a large 'D' shaped handle. The bottle opener is stainless
steel with a comfortable Oakwood handle. All items are
packed inside a black gift box - perfect decoration area for
your dealer Logo or guests name! Includes a silver pull bow.
LEX0311BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 50.40

F. LEXUS INSULATED
'ON THE ROCKS' KUZIE
The Asobu® Insulated “On the Rocks” Kuzie is
ideal for keeping your liquor chilled whether on
the rocks or “neat”. The slim double wall vacuum
Asobu® Insulated “On the Rocks” Kuzie fits over
the standard US made straight up Old Fashion
rocks glass (1 included). It will keep your drink
chilled, and is ideal for serving scotch, bourbon,
vodka, gin, rum or other liquors straight up, with
ice, or a mixer. Scotch glass included.
LEX0258BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 28.42
G. LEXUS 4 PCS SLATE COASTER SET
Nothing can be any more environmental
friendly than nature slate from earth. Rubber
protectors to prevent scratches on surfaces.
Set of 4 coasters. Black gift box.
LEX0337BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 15.93

I. LEXUS COVENTRY
2 IN 1 TUMBLER & CAN COOLER
12 oz vacuum insulated stainless steel tumbler + can
cooler. Features a double-wall vacuum insulated
stainless steel construction. Includes 2 lids: clear plastic
push-on lid with sliding drink opening and an insulator
ring for cans/bottles. Keeps drinks hot or cold for up to
6 hours.Hand wash only.
LEX0288BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 24.00
F.

G.

H.

I.

A. LEXUS
GOLFERS TEE & TOOL KIT
The accessory kit every player needs! All
the essentials, a divot repair tool with
bottle opener, 5 golf tees and 2 ball
markers makes this the perfect gift.
The box cover is blank to allow you
to have it customized with your guests
name or dealer logo.
LEX0344BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 21.25

A.

GOLF
B.

B. LEXUS SELECT PLUS TAYLORMADE STAND BAG
His superbly designed TaylorMade Select Plus Stand Bag features a 7-way top with a front
integrated grab handle and 2 grab handles on the side covered with colour-coordinated air
mesh cushioned fabric, with full length dividers. The lightweight stand system provides
added stability while you are playing your round of golf. The 4-point adjustable backpack
strap allows for max balance and comfort, meaning you won't become fatigued during
your round of golf and means that your swing won't become affected. The bag also
features a towel loop, umbrella holder and extra-large travel and rain hood.
LEX0333BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 179.90

C. LEXUS TAYLORMADE SELECT CART BAG
This fantastic TaylorMade Select Plus Cart Bag features a large 10" stadium top,
with full length dividers and an integrated putter well divider. The bag comes with
a key lock base that allows you to firmly secure your bag onto the trolley. The
padded shoulder strap reduces the chance of your shoulder becoming fatigued,
meaning that your swing won't become affected from carrying your bag. Thanks
to the extra-large rain hood, you can play in any weather conditions, knowing
that your golf clubs will be safe and secure. The lightweight construction makes it
even easier for you to carry around the golf course. There are 7 strategically
placed pockets including fur-lined valuable pocket, and ball pocket. The bag also
features a towel ring and umbrella holder.
LEX0347BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 215.89

D. LEXUS TOUR RESPONSE
GOLF BALLS
You asked, and TaylorMade responded.
Tour Response is designed specifically
for a player seeking tour performance at
a more affordable price.
LEX0352WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 49.99
24.
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E. LEXUS 2021 TP5 GOLF BALLS
There’s one ball that’s better for all. There’s
a reason TP5 is the most complete tour
ball in golf, because it’s built like no other.
As the only 5-layer tour ball, it delivers
unmatched performance off the tee, from
the fairway and around the green. On any
shot the golf course throws at you, there’s
one ball that’s better for all.
LEX0294WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 69.99

C.

F. LEXUS SOFT
RESPONSE GOLF BALLS
Effortless compression. Dominant
cistance you asked, and we responded.
We developed soft response after
surveying thousands of golfers about
what they need from a golf ball. It’s
designed for the player seeking soft feel
without sacrificing distance.
LEX0295WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 33.00

B. F SPORT LITE R-FLEX CAP
Not a fan of the Flat Peak? No problem
- this unique F SPORT cap has U-form
peak technology which means that it can
be worn as a flat peak, or curved whatever suits your style. F SPORT logo
embroidered on front left panel.
LEX0300NVYLXL MSRP: $ 36.69

C. LEXUS BLUE BAND CAP
A perfect pop of color! This basball cap
features a simple light blue insert on the
edge of the peak and a subtle tone on
tone embroidered logo on the front.
LEX0302BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 11.94

HEADWEAR
B.

C.

D. LEXUS MESH SPORTS CAP
This lightweight Lexus cap is perfect for warm
weather. The sports mesh on the back and cool
& dry sweatband will keep you comfortable
and cool on a hot day! Features the Lexus logo
embroidered in Platinum on the front.
LEX0297BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 42.86

E. LEXUS YOUTH MESH CAP
This trendy mesh cap is perfect for any future
Lexus driver! Comfortable mesh back panels and
easily adjustable snapback backstrap. Features the
Lexus logo embroidered in platinum on the front.
LEX0298BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 20.63
A. LEXUS LEATHER PATCH CAP
This classy black on black cap features a faux
leather debossed patch on the front left panel
LEX0301BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 16.24

D.

E.

F. LEXUS CLASSY WHITE CAP
This simple classy white Lexus cap made of a soft
brushed cotton material. Features the Lexus logo
embroidered in black on the front.
LEX0296WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 16.69

G. F SPORT CAP
This F SPORT cap features a sporty mesh insert
on it's peak. F SPORT logo is embroidered on
front with the Lexus logo on a tab woven label
on the back. Made of a polyester/cotton mix for
ultimate comfort.
LEX0259WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 33.70
F.

26.
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G.

A. LEXUS CARBON FIBER CAP
You won't go unnoticed with this bold
Lexus faux carbon fiber baseball cap!
Polycotton blend with faux carbon fiber
inserts on the side of the peak. Classy
tone on tone embroidery on front and
veclo closure on the back.
LEX0291BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 18.61

A.

B. LEXUS TRI-COLOR CAP
Stand out with this Richardson tri-color
Lexus cap. The mesh back panels allow
for breathability on hot days. Features the
Lexus logo embroidered in white on the
front right panel. Adjustable snapback
back strap.
LEX0299MLTNSZ MSRP: $ 18.82

C. F SPORT HEATHERED CAP
This F SPORT custom cap makes an
impact with its suede lasered patch on the
front right panel and the Lexus logo
embroidered vertically on the back left.
Made of 100% polyester variegated knit
with 100% polyester tech-suede on peak.
LEX0263HBKNSZ MSRP: $ 45.69
B.

C.

D. LEXUS HEATHERED POM POM TOQUE
This Lexus pom pom toque with microfleece
lining is sure to keep you and your guests warm
this winter! The Lexus logo in emboridered on
the cuff. Made of polyester fleece and acrylic.
LEX0261HGYNSZ MSRP: $ 24.29

E. LEXUS BASIC BLACK TOQUE
This classic fine knit toque features a trendy
Lexus tab woven label on the front left side.
Made of 100% acrylic.
LEX0262BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 17.36

A. LEXUS CARBON FIBER
MINI FLASHLIGHT AND PEN SET
This carbon fiber set includes one 0.5
watt aluminum flashlight and matching
pen. Flashlight features a rear push
button switch and lanyard. All is
packaged in a nice black gift box. A
glove compartment must-have! Includes
1AA battery
LEX0330SLVNSZ MSRP: $ 21.80

A.

JOURNALS & WRITING
B.

C.

B. F SPORT COVENTRY POLISHED
CHROME BALLPOINT PEN
This F SPORT ballpoint pen impresses with its strong
profile, rich sheen, and polished contrasting appointments.
This stylish writing instrument is the perfect gift for those
who want to elevate their writing experience every day.
F SPORT laser engraved on barrel.
LEX0265SLVNSZ MSRP: $ 39.77

C. LEXUS CROSS CALAIS ROLLERBALL PEN
A modern take on classic Cross design, this rollerball
features beautiful finishes accented with a chrome center
band presented in a gift box lifetime mechanical guarantee
LEX0282BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 57.49

D.

D. F EMBLEM
CROSS EDGE ROLLERBALL PEN
For those that want to have a little fun
while getting down to business, this
capless rollerball pen combines performance
and practicality with play-ability. Just slide it open,
unleash your thoughts, and then snap it shut.
Capless rollerball pen. Lifetime mechanical guarantee.
Premium gift box
LEX0283BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 109.45

30.
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A. LEXUS WINCHESTER 48' ARC UMBRELLA
The Winchester Fashion umbrella
features a 48” arc, automatic opening,
brown wood shaft, tips and curved
handle. Sophisticated look and feel of the
poly suede material is sure to make a high
fashion statement when carrying.
LEX0251BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 44.26

LIFESTYLE
A.

B.

C. LEXUS LIFE IN MOTION®
CARGO BOX WITH COOLER
Great addition to the life in motion cargo
box series. Sturdy cargo box with 3 large
compartments to organize and store
groceries, car related items, and much
more. Includes removable cooler
designed to fit in middle compartment.
This great addition to your trunk is
collapsible for easy storage with sturdy,
padded grab handles and mesh pockets.
There's an elastic bungee to secure when
not in use. The cooler is heat-sealed and
non-PVC with a 30 can capacity.
LEX0289BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 51.33

C.

B. LEXUS VENTED EXECUTIVE UMBRELLA
The lightweight frame allows for easy travel virtually
anywhere and convenient storage in any purse, glove
compartment or closet. It also features a 43” arc and
measures just 10” when closed.
LEX0250BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 34.04

E.

D.
D. LEXUS
OUTDOOR 45 X 58 BLANKET
This picnic blanket is rugged and
versatile, with a water-resistant,
PVC-coated exterior and soft Kanata
fleece interior. 100% polyester.
Logo laser engraved.
LEX0324GRYNSZ MSRP: $ 68.52
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E. LEXUS READY-TO-GO PICNIC
BAG AND BLANKET
Everything you need for a romantic picnic
for 2 packed into a convenient, trendy
backpack! This picnic bag includes: 2
plates, 2 plastic wine glasses, 2 of each
utensil, 2 washable napkins and a soft
comfortable blanket to enjoy it all! The
inside lining is removable for easy
washing and is insulated to keep your
food fresh. Also features a side pocket
that securely holds a bottle of wine.
LEX0316GRYNSZ MSRP: $ 176.65

G. LEXUS SAFETY HAMMER
MULTI-TOOL W/ DIGITAL TIRE GAUGE
This perfect emergency multi tool features safety hammer, digital tire gauge
and LED light Ideal for car, camping or emergencies 9 multi functions Includes:
Safety hammer with hardened steel point and razor sharp seatbelt cutter.
Digital tire pressure gauge w/ red LED light measuring PSI/kPa/BAR, max.
100 PSI. LED Torchlight with “AAA” battery & button cell battery included.
Tools including pliers, scissors, phillips screwdriver and flat screwdriver.
LEX0334BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 29.13

A. LEXUS USB RECHARGEABLE
TRIPLE OUTPUT LED FLASHLIGHT
This high powered rechargable flashlight is compact
in size and made from anodized aluminum. Features
5 modes which include 3 selectable light levels,
strobe and an S.O.S. mode To adjust the beam, the
flashlight utilizes a push/pull head Comes with USB
charging cable and a pocket/belt clip. Includes one
rechargeable battery
LEX0329BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 54.76

B. LEXUS PORTABLE HAMMOCK
Take time to relax outdoors! This portable
hammock is made of heavy duty polyester that
packs into itself so that you can take it nearly
anywhere. Includes two elastic straps and
carabiners and supports weight up to 300 lbs.
LEX0314BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 74.42

G.
B.

A.

C. LEXUS PORTABLE 2-IN-1 BBQ/COOLER
Get ready for a great summer season with this
portable barbeque grill! It comes in a cooler
bag that allows easy storage and transportation.
LEX0343BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 65.51

C.

E. LEXUS BIOLITE PREP AND GRILL TOOLKIT
A go-to utensil set that rolls into the included
nylon case for easy and clean portability. Flip
burgers with the slotted turner, safely remove
food from the grill with the locking tongs, and get
precision cuts with the santoku knife.
LEX0351BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 88.15

F. LEXUS BBQ GRILL CLEANER
Made of rubber wood, this BBQ
cleaner is a great alternative to wire
brushes. No more dangerous risk of
bristles in your food. Practical hole on
one end for hanging. Contours to your
own grill with use. Easily washable.
LEX0313WTNNSZ MSRP: $ 15.38

D. LEXUS RECHARGEABLE
2 IN 1 MOSQUITO REPELLING LANTERN
Keep the pesky bugs away with the mosquito
repellent night lamp. The lamp features a bottom light,
a bug zapping light, and a hanging hook. The both
lights are activated by touch on the top of the lamp.
The bottom bulb is a bright LED light comparable to a
filament bulb. The blue light in the center surrounded
by a safe guard has a special wavelength that attracts
insects to the inner grid that shocks them with 2000V
of electricity. They then fall to the inner space of the
lamp where they can be swept away
LEX0310BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 59.16

D.

E.

F.

H. LEXUS SWISS ARMY KNIFE
Swiss army knife continues to impress with this
climber pocket knife. Its 14 functions are as
sharp, strong and intuitive as you need them to
be. So no matter what, the climber is with you all
the way to the top.
LEX0304BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 61.04

H.

A. LEXUS BENTO LUNCH BOX
Fashionable design meets a traditional bento box that lets
you carry your meals in style! Includes: Complete utensil set
(fork, knife, and spoon), 2 stackable compartments and a
leakproof lid and durable elastic nylon strap to keep box
securely closed. Microwave safe, freezer safe, and
dishwasher safe (without lid).
LEX0281NTRNSZ MSRP: $ 33.01

B. LEXUS CAMELBAK HYDRATION PACK
The camelbak rogue 85oz hydration pack features two
external pockets for small items like keys, wallet, phone or
storage for a shed layer. The 2.5L crux reservoir can be
refilled on the fly via the quick-release flap on the front of the
pack. Includes reservoir. The back panel / harness is made
from recycled poly airmesh. Interior pocket is made from
recycled poly pocket mesh.
LEX0317BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 116.01
A.

B.

C. LEXUS BEACH TOWEL - 30 X 60
Head to the beach or simply enjoy your
backyard oasis with this bold royal blue
and white beach towel. 100% polyester.
30” x 60”, 10 lbs./doz.
LEX0348NVYNSZ MSRP: $ 52.30

D. LEXUS COOLING SPORTS TOWEL
Stray refreshed using this cooling towel.
The pouch with mesh lets the towel dry
faster. Convenient for a day on the
fairway, early morning at the gym or just
clipped onto your treadmill at home!
LEX0342GRYNSZ MSRP: $ 9.81
C.

D.

E. LEXUS SINGLE USE FACE MASK AND STORAGE POUCH (5 MASKS)
The perfect pouch to store your essentials on the go. The RuMe® reveal quart is
paired with five single use face masks, so you can stay prepared while on the go.
Masks packaged inside pouch. Fine print: The single use mask is not medical
grade or a direct substitute for N95, surgical, or procedural masks and should
NOT be used as a replacement for conventional and approved personal
protective equipment. Mask is not FDA or CDC approved and is for personal
use only. The use of this face covering is not a guarantee against infection or the
transmission of viruses or diseases. The mask should be used in addition to
practicing the recommended CDC guidelines for handwashing and social
distancing face masks should not be placed on children under 12 years old
LEX0284WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 10.14
F. LEXUS SPROUT GLOW & GROW LIVE WELL GIFT SET
Burn, plant, and grow! This ceramic candle vessel transforms into a planter after
the flame has burned down and includes a complete kit to grow aloe 12oz
scented soy-blend candle features a light and refreshing scent The grow kit
components are tucked in the bottom of the box and include non-GMO seeds,
soilless grow medium, plant food, activated carbon and instructions for success.
78 hr burn time
LEX0318BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 86.71
.36.
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A. LEXUS
DESKTOP TABLET/PHONE STAND
A must-have for any office! This metal tablet and
phone stand is sturdy and stable with non slip
silicon pads. Enjoy videos anytime, anywhere.
LEX0325SLVNSZ MSRP: $ 30.65

B. LEXUS 4-1 CHARGING CABLE
Charging cable with nice braided jacket for
protection which includes round shape design
micro, type-C and lightning with USB adapters. It's
flexible, durable and portable, best for traveling
and daily use. Cable length: 1.2 Meter. 120cm L
LEX0336BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 17.32

T E C H N O LO GY
B.

A.
C. LEXUS LIGHT UP DUAL PORT
Fast and efficient charging at home, in the office or on the
go. This dual port features a compact design with folding
prongs. The clear edge and laser etched logo illuminates
bright LED lights! Overload and short circuit protection.
Charging cables not included.
LEX0321BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 17.30
D. LEXUS SMART WIFI PLUG
Control your devices from anywhere with the wifi smart plug.
Once you have connected the plug to your wifi network you can
turn things on and off from your smartphone or tablet via an App,
Tuya Smart. You can also set a schedule on the App to turn on
and off your devices at set time or schedule. Say you forgot to
turn off the iron, no problem. Arrive home late and want to turn
on your lights before entering the house, no problem. The Wifi
smart plug is also compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google
Home. Electrical Rating:10A max, 100-240V AC, 2200W max
(220V) and 1100W max (110V). ETL Certified.
LEX0254WHTNSZ MSRP: $ 50.76

C.

D.

E. LEXUS HIGH SIERRA WIRELESS SPEAKER AND CHARGER
No matter the location you can count on the high sierra waterproof bluetooth speaker
and wireless powerbank to deliver. With an IPX7 Waterproof rating the Bluetooth
speaker can be submerged underwater for up to 30 minutes. The bluetooth speaker
features a rechargeable 8000mAh battery that provides up to 8 hours of playback
time at max volume. The speaker can also be used to charge your mobile device with
the built in USB output or with the built in wireless charging powerbank. Your phone
must be compatible with wireless charging. Two devices can be charged at the same
time while you enjoy your favorite music. Once your journeys over this bluetooth
speaker makes a great desktop speaker with built in music controls and a microphone
for hands free calling. With stereo sound (2 x 3 Watt) the speaker will be heard around
the camp site or conference table. Bluetooth version 5.0. Charging time: Up to 6hrs.
Bluetooth working range is 10 meters (33 feet). Micro USB charging cable provided.
LEX0253BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 93.79

38.
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F. LEXUS 10W WATERPROOF 360 DEGREE BLUETOOTH® SPEAKER
This waterproof 10 watt Bluetooth® speaker is perfect for backyard entertaining.
Powerful 360 degree sound, waterproof and built-in mic for hands-free calls.
Operating range: 33ft/10m Approx 5 hours of battery life. Approx 2-4 hours charging
time. Connect using Bluetooth® 4.1 technology or AUX line-in cable. Includes
USB/Micro. charging cable, 3.5 mm audio cable and manual
LEX0327BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 124.98

A. LEXUS 5,000 MAH QUICKCHARGER AND
UNIVERSAL ADAPTER WITH 3-IN-1 CABLE TECH SET
This 3 piece set includes an international adapter that will meet all your overseas charging
needs. Equipped with four USB ports and one Type C, this product is capable of
charging up to 6 items at once in over 150+ countries around the world. A
Bluetooth speaker that pulls double duty as a stylish tabletop accent decorated
with a natural wood look. The compact design packs huge sound and TWS
technology to pair with partner speakers and deliver the highest quality
musical experience. And lastly, a power bank with "heartbeat" and
"breathing" feature. With each beat, it brings life to your
smartphone or device. It also highlights your corporate logo
when breathing. All packged in a Lexus branded gift box.
LEX0257BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 239.57
B. LEXUS MAGNETIC POWER BANK
A 5000mah power bank with Type C/USB output
and wireless charger that comes with magnets, which can
stick on the mobile without dropping. Input: 5V/2A Output:
5V/2.1A Wireless: 5W . 9.8cm W x 6.3cm L x 1.4cm H
LEX0332BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 61.94

B.

A.

C. LEXUS MULTI-FUNCTION WIRELESS CHARGER
Finally - a charging station for the whole family. 15W wireless charger that can
charge mobile, earbuds and iwatch at the same time. You just need 1 charger
for all mobile accessories. Input: 5V-2A 9V-2A Wireless output:
5W/7.5W/10W/15W.
LEX0335BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 102.64
D. LEXUS ANKER(R) POWERCORE FUSION 5000MAH POWERBANK
The ultimate 2-in-1 charger: A hybrid high-capacity portable battery and
dual-port wall charger in one sleek package. High-speed charging: In the wall or
on-the-go, Anker's exclusive PowerIQ and voltage boost technologies ensure
that all devices receive their fastest possible charge. Charge-and-go: Charge
your device and powercore fusion's internal battery via a wall outlet, then take it
with you for up to 3 phone charges—any place, any time. Foldable plug to
ensure maximum portability. Travel ready: Compact design, foldable plug and
100-240 volt input (50-60Hz) is ideal for worldwide travel. Gift box included.
LEX0239BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 70.15

E. LEXUS NOH20 WATER RESISTANT SPEAKER
The NoH2O is a waterproof and wireless
speaker. Listen to all your favorite songs wherever
you are. Waterproof and wireless speaker 7 hours
of play time. Small and compact size.
LEX0248BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 35.28

F. LEXUS MINI-DESKTOP HUMIDIFIER
Mini-desktop humidifier. Practical and
portable. Work in comfort, from home or
at the office with this desktop humidifier.
No filters required.
LEX0340BLUNSZ MSRP: $ 52.89

E.

F.

G. LEXUS SKULLCANDY
WIRELESS BLUETOOTH EARBUDS
The skullcandy sesh truly wireless bluetooth earbuds feature
over ten hours of playback time! When the sesh true wireless bluetooth
earbuds are not in use, they can be charged in the provided charging case. The
charging case will provide up to seven additional hours of playback time. The sesh TWS
earbuds have IP55 water resistant rating. They can be used in a rain storm and be exposed to
sweat during your workout. The built in music controls allow you to control the volume, track, and
answer/reject calls. Micro USB charging cable and S/M/L eargels included.
LEX0255BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 122.41

A. LEXUS NAIL POLISH
Custom Lexus nail polish in Liquid
Platinum. 10 ML - .33 FL oz. Shelf
Life on this nail polish is approximately 24 months once opened.
1. Blue - LEX0037BLUNSZ
2. Yellow - LEX0037YLWNSZ
3. Platinum - LEX0037PLTNSZ
4. Orange - LEX0037ORGNSZ
MSRP: $ 11.59

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
A.
B.

B. LEXUS BOOMPODS SPORTPOD HEADPHONE
Flexible and lightweight headband wraps easily around your
head for maximum comfort, sweatproof with an IPX6 rating,
angled earbuds ensure a secure fit in your ears. Pair and play
music in seconds and control your phone or media player
from a listening range of 10m/33ft for up to 6 hours straight.
LEX0183BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 44.21

C. LEXUS JUICY DRINK BOX
The Juicy Drink Box is the ultimate on the go
item! Refillable, recyclable, and cost efficient, this
environmentally friendly juice box is perfect for
school, picnics, and BBQs. Made from virtually
indestructible shock resistant Tritan plastic, this
freezable, scratch resistant, and 100% BPA free
juice box is both dishwasher and food grade
safe. Two reusable food grade silicone straws
complete this must have drink container.
LEX0200TELNSZ MSRP: $ 9.51
C.
LEXUS BOUTIQUE

A. LEXUS PROJEKT CARRY-ON BAG
The Puddle Jumper suitcase meets International airline
regulation carry-on size, has a crush resistant fur-lined
valuables pocket, top custom injected soft grab handle,
multiple reinforced soft grip handles, easy-entry main
compartment LID opening, military grade zippers,
internal mesh zippered compartment, internal garment
organizing compression strap, and expands up to 2" for
greater capacity. The lightweight aluminum telescopic
luggage handle is designed to last along with the heavy
duty chassis with 5” smooth ride urethane wheels.
LEX0142BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 160.03

A.

B. LEXUS BUGATTI
HARD LUGGAGE CARRY-ON ABS
Light weight ABS hard shell luggage features
multi-organisational section with padded section, fully
lined interior, three main zippered compartments, four
multi-directional wheels for effortless rolling, perfectly
sized for carry-on usage.
LEX0186GRYNSZ MSRP: $ 107.17

B.

G. LEXUS UNDER ARMOUR BACKPACK
Made using UA Storm® technology to deliver a highly water-resistant
finish. Tough, abrasion-resistant bottom panel built for extended
durability.Features compression molded shoulder straps & back panel
for comfort. Easily accessible, TSA-friendly laptop sleeve supports up
to 15" laptop and unzips to lay flat. Large main compartment, two side
pockets, second zippered compartment offers additional pockets, a
soft, tricot lined phone pocket & elastic webbing perfect for storing
chargers and cords. Front panel features a second tricot lined
valuables pocket, two rows of webbed loops & a hook-shut pocket
for easy access. Front sternum strap & top grab
handle.Dimensions: 8.9" x 11.4" x 19.7"
LEX0090BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 81.11

G.

C. LEXUS PROJEKT LOOBAG
Large main pocket holds full-size toiletries,
antibacterial side pocket lining to prevent odor,
mildew and mold-causing bacteria. Top rotating
hook displays bag from bar or rack and tucks
away when not in use. Fur-lined valuables
pocket and multiple mesh dividers to organize
toiletries. Includes two travel sized containers
LEX0124BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 34.45
D. LEXUS BUGATTI
LEATHER DUFFLE BAG
Genuine pebbled leather duffle bag. Equipped
with an easy-access outer pocket and
reinforced handles, this unisex duffel opens
towards the center for a maximum loading
capacity. Also has an inside zippered pocket.
LEX0005BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 219.89
C.

D.

E. LEXUS RUME GTO GARMENT TRAVEL ORGANIZER
The traveler's dream - the RuMe Garment Travel Organizer (GTO)
combines the ease of a folding garment bag and the convenience of
multiple packing cubes into a single product. This patented product is
designed to fit snugly when full into a standard rolling suitcase and hold
multiple days' worth of clothes. Machine washable and water resistant,
it measures 46"L 20"H 4"W.
LEX0121BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 21.41

E.

F.

F. LEXUS SAMSONITE MORGAN COMPUTER BACKPACK
1200D Polyester, Leather / 11.5"L x19.5"H x5.5"W. Main
compartment with zippered opening and interior organization that
includes a zippered mesh pocket, pen loops and an all-purpose loop.
Rear padded, zippered laptop compartment (fits up to a 17” laptop),
bottom zippered compartment functions as a shoe tunnel or can be
used for additional storage. Dual front zippered cargo pockets for
organization can also accommodate a water bottle. Dual top carry
handles with button closure handle wrap, fully padded, adjustable
shoulder strap, leather accents and zipper pulls.
LEX0117BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 60.47

LEXUS BOUTIQUE

A. LEXUS MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
MELTON WOOL BLEND JACKET
Men's Heavyweight Melton Wool Blend Jacket features self mock neck, storm
placket with snap closure, open sleeve cuffs, two welt hip pockets, Anti-RFID
interior security pocket, interior cell phone pocket, full back yoke, even
hem, imported.Made from 55% Melton Wool/ 35% Polyester/ 5%
Viscose/ 5% Acrylic with 100% Polyester diamond quilted.
LEX0023BLK MSRP: $ 105.82

A.

B.

B. LEXUS LADIES' HEAVYWEIGHT
MELTON WOOL BLEND JACKET
Women's Heavyweight Melton Wool Blend Belted Jacket
features fold over collar, single button and snap front placket with
interior technical zipper, open sleeve cuffs with button and band
detail, two button down welt hip pocket, removable belt with
round buckle, anti-RFID interior security pocket, interior cell
phone pocket, even hem, imported. Made from 55% Melton
Wool/ 35% Polyester/ 5% Viscose/ 5% Acrylic with 100%
Polyester diamond quilted.
LEX0009BLK MSRP: $ 105.82

C. LEXUS MEN'S AVANT TECH MÉLANGE INSULATED
JACKET WITH HEAT REFLECT TECHNOLOGY
This jacket has a shell made from 2.7 oz./yd2/91 gsm 100% polyester
two-tone melange with water repellant finish. The lining is 100% poly Heat
Reflect pongee in front panels, back sides and sleeves and insulated with
170 gsm in body and 100 gsm in sleeves and side panels. The jacket
features heat reflecting and moisture wicking lining, soft touch rib neck
gaiter at collar, roll-away hood, adjustable cuffs with tabs lined with soft
touch rib fabric, thermal retention shockcord at hood and hem.
LEX0019BLK MSRP: $ 112.66
D. LEXUS LADIES' AVANT TECH MÉLANGE INSULATED
JACKET WITH HEAT REFLECT TECHNOLOGY
This jacket has a shell made from 2.7 oz./yd2/91 gsm 100%
polyester two-tone melange with water repellant finish. The lining is
100% poly Heat Reflect pongee in front panels, back sides and
sleeves and insulated with 170 gsm in body and 100 gsm in sleeves
and side panels. The jacket features heat reflecting and moisture
wicking lining, soft touch rib neck gaiter at collar, roll-away hood,
adjustable cuffs with tabs lined with soft touch rib fabric, thermal
retention shockcord at hood and hem.
LEX0007 MSRP: $ 105.82

C.

D.

G. LEXUS MEN'S HEAVYWEIGHT
FLANNEL STADIUM JACKET WITH
HEAT TECH AND MICROFLEECE LINING
Hook & loop tear away hood and mock neck with tricot
fleece lining. Features center front technical zipper placket,
right welt chest pocket with hidden zipper closure, long
sleeves with tricot fleece storm cuffs. There is a security
pocket with Anti-RFID lining, a media pocket, and Heat
Tech and microfleece lining.
LEX0022GRY MSRP: $ 137.42

E. LEXUS POM POM TOQUE
Heavyweight rib knit toque with cuff
and pom pom.
LEX0122CLRNSZ MSRP: $ 14.09

F. LEXUS F SPORT MEN'S THERMAL VEST
Sleek profile in an ultra-lightweight thermal
fill vest with a high-density D/W/R outer
shell and nylon taffeta lining, provides
optimal thermal protection when you need
it most.
LEX0035BLK MSRP: $ 70.34
E.

F.

G.

H.

H. LEXUS LADIES' HEAVYWEIGHT
FLANNEL STADIUM JACKET WITH
HEAT TECH AND MICROFLEECE LINING
Hook & loop tear away hood and mock neck with
tricot fleece lining. Features center front technical
zipper placket, right welt chest pocket with hidden
zipper closure, long sleeves with tricot fleece storm
cuffs. There is a security pocket with Anti-RFID lining, a
media pocket, and Heat Tech and microfleece lining
with all over double needle stitching.
LEX0043GRY MSRP: $ 137.42

A. LEXUS UNDER ARMOUR
MEN'S CORPORATE REACTOR JACKET
The 100% polyester fabric is windproof to shield you from the elements. Coldgear®
reactor intelligent insulation adapts to any activity for non-stop comfort & total versatility.
The jacket has a performance loose fit and packs easily into right side hand pocket.
UA Storm® technology repels water without sacrificing breathability and the
exclusive MagZip™ closure clicks & holds together for easy, struggle-free
zipping. Features secure hand pockets & chest pocket with an adjustable
hem. The UA logo is on right chest; UA Storm® Logo on right cuff.
LEX0040BLK MSRP: $ 192.75
B. LEXUS UNDER ARMOUR
LADIES' CORPORATE REACTOR JACKET
The 100% polyester fabric is windproof to shield you from the
elements. Coldgear® reactor intelligent insulation adapts to any
activity for non-stop comfort & total versatility. The jacket has a ladies
loose fit and packs easily into right side hand pocket. UA Storm®
technology repels water without sacrificing breathability and the
exclusive MagZip™ closure clicks & holds together for easy,
struggle-free zipping. Features secure hand pockets & chest
pocket with an adjustable hem. The UA logo is on right chest; UA
Storm® Logo on right cuff.
LEX0040BLK MSRP: $ 192.75

G. LEXUS LADIES' INSULATED JACKET
This jacket is engineered for cool-weather comfort. With waterproof, breathable
three-layer construction, polyester soft fill insulation, ergonomic sleeves and articulated
elbows, it provides protection from the elements and a superior fit. Other features
include a polyester brushed tricot upper storm flap, easy grip zipper pull, adjustable cuff
tabs with hook and loop closure and an elastic drawcord at the hem. The women's style
has shaped seams, a tapered waist and a dropped back hem for an even more natural
fit. No matter who's wearing it, this versatile, decoration-friendly jacket has a classic
look that never goes out of style. OUTERSHELL: 100% Polyester mechanical stretch
woven bonded to 100% Polyester interlock with waterproof (8000mm),
breathable membrane (400 g/m2) and water repellent finish, 250 g/m² (7.4
oz/yd²). LINING: 100% Polyester taffeta body and sleeves. 100% Polyester
brushed tricot knit upper storm flap and pocket bags. INSULATION: 100%
Polyester soft fill body, 100 g/m² (3 oz/yd²). 100% Polyester soft fill sleeves and
collar. 80 g/m² (2.4 oz/yd²). WARMTH RATING: Level 3 - Very Cold/Rural
Winter Day (-5°C to -19°C/ 23°F to -3°F)**
G.
LEX0010BLK MSRP: $ 72.82

A.

B.

C. LEXUS MEN'S LEVELWEAR
EQUINOX JACKET
Lightweight quilted jacket features scuba neck
hood for wind protection, bungee toggles for
adjustability, and thermall cell hood and sleeves.
LEX0027BLK MSRP: $ 112.00

D. LEXUS LADIES' KNIT BLAZER
The cozy Equinox Knit Blazer is made with
washable wool for easy care, it features a
distinctive shawl collar, tapered waist and
dropped back hem. This versatile knit blazer can
take you from chic professional office attire to
evening drinks with colleagues and friends.
LEX0223HRC MSRP: $ 62.76

C.

D.
E.

F.

E. LEXUS LADIES' KNIT ZIP HOODY
The Women's Odell Knit Zip Hoody features an
on-trend tunic length design and an articulated hood for
distinctive, casual comfort. Shaped seams and a tapered
waist give the style a flattering fit. Moisture-wicking
breathable fabric and thumb exits provide maximum
comfort and mobility. An interior media pocket keeps
devices handy.
LEX0011BLK MSRP: $ 57.75
F. LEXUS LADIES' LONG JACKET
With its soft-touch bonded fabric and high loft insulated
liner, it redefines versatility. Remove or keep the hood,
wear as an insulated thermal jacket or a lighter
weight/waterproof/breathable outer shell when the
temperature allows. The thermally robust, quilted inner
jacket works in synergy with the outer shell and can be
zipped in and out in an instant.
LEX0014BLK MSRP: $ 142.61
LEXUS BOUTIQUE

A. LEXUS MEN'S SANDLAKE ROOTS73 FZ HOODY
Comfort and softness is on a whole new level with the Sandylake
Knit Full Zip Hoody. This fresh-take on the classic Roots73 hoody
features the Roots73 patch with the iconic red maple leaf and
contrasting white hood with drawstring and zipper. A great hoody
for a casual corporate look or team apparel. Fabric: 56% Polyester
37% Cotton 7% Rayon slub yarn knit with french terry back. 240
g/m² (7.1 oz/yd²) Contrast: 47% Polyester 44% Cotton 7% Rayon
2% Spandex cross dyed 2x2 rib knit sleeve cuffs and body hem.
Lining:60% Cotton 40% Polyester washed jersey knit.
LEX0051NVY MSRP: $ 57.15
B. LEXUS LADIES' SANDYLAKE ROOTS FZ HOODY
This fresh-take on the classic Roots73 hoody features the Roots73
patch with the iconic red maple leaf and contrasting white hood
with drawstring and zipper
LEX0047BLU MSRP: $ 57.15
A.

B.

C. LEXUS MEN'S UNDER ARMOUR
DOUBLE THREAT ARMOUR FLEECE® HOODIE
100% polyester. UA Storm® technology repels water
without sacrificing breathability. Double Threat Armour
Fleece® is light, breathable & stretches for superior
mobility. Loose, fuller cut for complete comfort. Soft inner
layer traps heat to keep you warm & comfortable. Front
pocket with right-side internal phone pocket. Heathered
binding. Performance loose fit. UA logo on top front chest.
LEX0054NVY MSRP: $ 43.97
D. LEXUS LADIES' UNDER ARMOUR
DOUBLE THREAT ARMOUR FLEECE® HOODIE
100% polyester. UA Storm® technology repels water
without sacrificing breathability. Double Threat Armour
Fleece® is light, breathable & stretches for superior
mobility. Loose, fuller cut for complete comfort. Soft inner
layer traps heat to keep you warm & comfortable. Front
pocket with right-side internal phone pocket. Heathered
binding. Performance loose fit. UA logo on top front chest.
LEX0126DKG MSRP: $ 43.97
C.

D.

F. LEXUS F SPORT MEN'S SUNICE
ALLENDALE PULLOVER
Allendale half-zip pullover makes a smart, highly
breathable performance layer on cool and
windy days without making a sound! UV 50+
protection. Laser-cut welding at chest pocket.
Contrast stitching adds a modern edge.
LEX0052BLK MSRP: $ 65.83

E. LEXUS LADIES' LIGHTWEIGHT
PERFORMANCE JACKET WITH 3M™ REFLECTIVITY
(3,000mm waterproofness / 1,000gm breathability). Mock
neck with jersey lining and self binding. Textured front and back
body panels. Center front technical zipper placket with reflective
printed taping. Jersey mélange sleeves and side panels. Long
sleeves with 1" turned under cuff. Asymetrical back panels with
reflective printing along panel edges. Interior seams overlocked
and sewn flat. Extended sport hem. Imported. FABRIC 100%
Polyester bonded with 100% Polyester Knit Jersey
LEX0214BLK MSRP: $ 57.72

G. LEXUS LADIES' 1/2 ZIP
1/2 zip pullover with brushed interior,
stand up collar.
LEX0042BLK MSRP: $ 49.12
E.

F.

G.

A. LEXUS MEN'S OGIO® FRAMEWORK POLO
7.3-oz, 100% Polyester mini pique with
stay-cool wicking technology. Self fabric
collar. Bartack reinforcement on placket and
back of collar. Moisture wicking. Anti-odour.
Breathable. Tagless.
LEX0050YLW MSRP: $ 28.97

B. LEXUS LADIES' OGIO® FRAMEWORK POLO
7.3-oz, 100% Polyester mini pique with stay-cool
wicking technology. Self fabric collar. Bartack
reinforcement on placket and back of collar.
Moisture wicking. Anti-odour. Breathable. Tagless.
LEX0046BLU MSRP: $28.97

A.

B.
C. LEXUS MEN'S UNDER ARMOUR
CORP PERFORMANCE POLO
Smooth, soft anti-pick, anti-pill fabric has a
cleaner, snag-free finish. 4-way stretch fabrication
allows greater mobility in any direction. 30+ UPF
protects your skin from the sun. Athletic loose fit.
LEX0053RBL MSRP: $46.07
D. LEXUS LADIES' UNDER ARMOUR
CORP PERFORMANCE POLO
95% polyester, 5% elastane. Smooth, soft
anti-pick, anti-pill fabric has a cleaner, snag-free
finish. Four-way stretch fabrication allows greater
mobility in any direction. Antiodour technology
prevents the growth of odour causing microbes.
30+ UPF protects your skin from the sun.
Durable self-fabric collar. Performance fit.
LEX0048PNK MSRP: $46.07

C.

D.

E. F SPORT MEN'S UNDER ARMOUR
CORP PERFORMANCE POLO
Smooth, soft anti-pick, anti-pill fabric has a cleaner,
snag-free finish. 4-way stretch fabrication allows
greater mobility in any direction. 30+ UPF protects
your skin from the sun. Athletic loose fit.
LEX0292 MSRP: $46.07

F. LEXUS LADIES' ADIDAS POLO
Regular fit is wider at the body, with a
straight silhouette. Four-button, short
sleeve polo with moisture-wicking,
four-way stretch fabric. 88% recycled
polyester / 12% elastane.
UPF 50+ UV protection.
LEX0017WHT MSRP: $43.28

E.

F.

LEXUS BOUTIQUE

A. LEXUS STUFFED MOOSE
Custom Lexus super soft bear stuffy,
celebrating animals in Canada
LEX0208BLKNSZ MSRP: $ 9.64

B. LEXUS STUFFED BEAR
Custom Lexus super soft bear stuffy,
celebrating animals in Canada
LEX0207LBNNSZ MSRP: $ 9.64

C. LEXUS LADIES' DIVA V NECK TEE
Heathered t-shirt for women with V-neck
and gradient appearance. Made of 60%
cotton, 40% polyester; 3.5 oz.
LEX0045BLK MSRP: $ 17.91

D. LEXUS LADIES' LACOSTE
CREWNECK T-SHIRT
An essential T-shirt in soft, 100% Pima
cotton, finished with our signature croc logo.
LEX0125BLK MSRP: $ 48.19

LEXUS BOUTIQUE

BOUTIQUE

